We give a complete proof of the fact that the following problem is undecidable:
Introduction
Termination of a term rewriting system (TRS), i.e. the nonexistence of an in nite rewrite reduction, is one of the key notions in term rewriting. It is the basis of a number of decision algorithms for properties undecidable in the general case.
It is known that termination is undecidable for TRSs, even for the restricted case of TRS with only unary function symbols 7] , and for the case of one-rule TRSs 2].
The following true hierarchy of TRSs is called the termination hierarchy 12]. termination ) non-self-embedding ) simple termination ) total termination ) !-termination ) polynomial termination
Each of the upper four properties is known to be undecidable 7, 10, 1, 13]. The present paper addresses the remaining question: Whether the same holds for !-termination. We study the following problem:
Given: A totally terminating TRS R. Wanted: Is R !-terminating?
We prove by a reduction from Post correspondence problems that this problem is undecidable. As a consequence, !-termination is an undecidable property of TRSs.
Basic Notions
We assume that the reader is familiar with termination of term rewriting systems (TRS) 3]. We use notation as summarized in Dershowitz/Jouannaud 4]. A term rewriting system (TRS) R de nes a one-step reduction relation ! R . Starting with a term t 1 , one may develop a reduction t 1 ! R t 2 ! R that may be nite or in nite. R is called terminating if no in nite reductions exist. Here and in the rest of the paper we will tacitly assume that TRS have nitely many rewrite rules. The termination of a TRS R means precisely the existence of a wellfounded order > on terms, closed under contexts and substitution { a reduction order { such that every rule l ! r in R is ordered l > r 9 
Plan
We start o from the standard example of a totally terminating, not !-terminating TRS, due to Zantema.
Theorem 1 ( 12]). The one-rule
is totally terminating but not !-terminating.
Proof. To show total termination one gives the strictly monotonic interpretation h](m; n) = (m; m + n), g](m; n) = (2m + 1; n) in pairs of positive integer numbers, lexicographically ordered. To disprove !-termination one shows that strictly monotonic interpretations into the positive integer numbers for g] and h] entails that the reduction order is nitely branching. This is in contradiction to the fact that g](x) > h] n (x) holds for all n 2 N, a fact that can be proven by straightforward induction on n. We will use a PCP to switch between this system, and another system which is clearly !-terminating,
If P has a solution, then the resulting system will have a behaviour comparable to system (I), else to system (II). However this is a strongly simpli ed picture; the detailed technical treatment of this idea is much more involved. Now we are going to put these ideas in a precise form.
To every letter a 2 ? let there be a unique new barred letter a. By small Greek letters we denote strings over ?. For = a 1 a 2 : : : a n let = def a n a n?1 : : : a 1 , the string of letters of barred and in reversed order. We will consider barred and unbarred letters also as unary function symbols, and strings of barred and unbarred letters as contexts. Apart from that we x another unary function symbol h, two 5-ary function symbols f and g, and a constant c.
De nition 2. To every PCP P let a TRS R P be assigned that contains exactly the rules h(g( (x); c; (z); c; u)) ! f(x; (c); z; (c); u) (1) f( (x); y; (z); w; u) ! f(x; (y); z; (w); u) (2) for each ( ; ) 2 P, and the rules f(c; a(y); c; a(w); u) ! g(a(c); y; a(c); w; h(h(u))) (3) g(x; a(y); z; a(w); u) ! g(a(x); y; a(z); w; u) (4) for each a 2 ?.
The following claims will be proven each in one successive section.
Theorem 3. R P is totally terminating.
Theorem 4. If the PCP P has a solution then R P is not !-terminating.
Theorem 5. If the PCP P has no solution then R P is !-terminating.
These three statements together su ce to establish a proof of our claim.
Corollary. The following problem is undecidable. Given: A totally terminating TRS R. Wanted: Is R !-terminating?
Proof. If the problem were decidable, then we could particularly employ the putative procedure for TRSs of the form R P where P is a PCP, thanks to Thm. 3. But then we could use the procedure via Thm. 4 and Thm. 5 to solve the problem whether, given a PCP P, it has a solution. Contradiction to the well-known undecidability of the PCP 11].
Total Termination
Usually people prove total termination by a strictly monotonic interpretation in the positive integers, or by a lexicographic recursive path order (RPO). We surely cannot use the rst method as we intend to prove that under certain circumstances (the PCP P has a solution) such an interpretation does not exist.
We cannot use an RPO either, for a di erent reason: To order Rule (2), f must have lexicographic status where argument 1 or 3 comes rst in the comparison. Likewise by rule (4), g must have lexicographic status where argument 2 or 4 comes rst in the lexicographic comparison. In this case Rule (1) can only be ordered in the intended direction, if h & prec f. But then Rule (3) can no longer be ordered.
To prove that R P is totally terminating, no matter whether the PCP instance P has a solution or not, we employ the wellknown Knuth/Bendix order.
De nition 6 (Knuth/Bendix order 8]). Let Theorem 7 ( 8, 5] ). Under the conditions of Defn. 6, the Knuth/Bendix order > kbo is a reduction order.
The Knuth/Bendix order is also suitable to prove total termination, by a result of Ferreira.
Theorem 8 ( 6] , Thm. 4.47). Under the conditions of Defn. 6, the Knuth/Bendix order > kbo can be extended to a reduction order that is total on ground terms.
Hence any term rewriting system R that satis es l > kbo r for any ground instance l ! r of a rule l ! r in R is totally terminating.
In our setting we choose the interpretation (\weight function where the results are ordered by > on the positive integers, and the precedence h > prec f > prec g > prec a > prec a > prec c, and status f left-to-right, and g right-to-left. With that, the Knuth/Bendix order orders each rule. By Thm. 8 it follows that R P is totally terminating.
If P has a Solution
We show in this section that in case the PCP P has a solution, 2 ? + say, then the TRS R P is not !-terminating. Let 
where the step labelled by ( ) is justi ed because (5) holds, and > is a reduction order that orders every ground instance of a rule in R P . By Lemma 9 g( (c); c; (c); c; t)] is an upper bound to in nitely many numbers t] < h(t)] < h 2 (t)] < . This is impossible in N + .
So, if P has a solution, the assumption that R P were !-terminating, is false.
If P has No Solution
In this section nally, we are going to show that in the case P has no solution, R P indeed can be ordered by a strictly monotonic interpretation in the positive integers.
Let P be a PCP instance that has no solution, and let ? = f0; 1g.
Upper Bounds for Reduction Lenghts
In this case one gets an upper bound for reduction lengths which can then be used to encode part of the interpretation.
For a ground term t, let jtj denote the number of barred or unbarred letters in t not below an f, g, or h symbol.
Lemma 10. For every k 2 N the following hold.
1. If a ground term h k (g(p; q; r; s; t)) starts a R P -reduction with at least minfjqj; jsjg + 2 minfjpj + jqj; jrj + jsjg steps at the outermost f or g position, then P has a solution.
2. If a ground term h k (f(p; q; r; s; t)) starts a R P -reduction with at least minfjpj; jrjg + 2 minfjpj + jqj; jrj + jsjg steps at the outermost f or g position, then P has a solution.
Proof. For convenience let us ignore the h symbols. Then Rule (1) and (3) are simpli ed (back) to g( (x); c; (z); c; u) ! f(x; (c); z; (c); u) (6) f(c; a(y); c; a(w); u) ! g(a(c); y; a(c); w; u) ( 7) and we may call the outermost f or g position the top position.
We show only the proof of claim 1 below; claim 2 is proven in the same spirit.
Let a reduction starting from g(p; q; r; s; t) be given. By the form of the rules, the reduction must be a pre x of some reduction g(p; q; r; s; t) where during ! P1 every term has top symbol g, during ! P2 every term has top symbol f, during ! P3 every term has top symbol g.
We distinguish the phases P1,P2,P3 of which we deduce upper bounds of their reduction length. During P1 only Rule (4) can be applied at the top. Therefore P1 has at most minfjqj; jsjg ? 1 top steps, since at each top step the length of the rst and third argument of the outermost g is decreased each by one. In order to arrive at P2, we must have q = (c) = s. During P2 only
Rule (2) is applicable at the top; at most minfjpj + jqj; jrj + jsjg ? 1 times, since at each top (2) step at least one letter of (p) and of (r) (4) is applicable at the top, which each time consumes one letter of (p) and one of (r).
If our given reduction has length at least minfjqj; jsjg + 2 minfjpj + jqj; jrj + jsjg, then it must have passed P3. But then Proposition 11. For every quintuple (p; q; r; s; t) of ground terms, 1. len f (p; q; r; s) yields the maximum number of steps at the topmost position of f or g, of any reduction starting from a term h k (f(p; q; r; s; t)), k 0, and 2. len g (p; q; r; s) yields the maximum number of steps at the topmost position of f or g, of any reduction starting from a term h k (g(p; q; r; s; t)), k 0.
An Interpretation
Now we are going to extract an interpretation in the positive integers from this knowledge. First let us de ne a few useful auxiliary functions on N + .
conc(x; y) = def 10
(blog(y)c+1)
x + y revc(x; y) = def conc(conc(x; y); 4 : : : 4
bound(x; y; z; w) = def 3 minfblog(revc(x; y))c; blog(revc(z; w)cg Here "log(z)" denotes the base-10 logarithm of z, and bzc denotes the " oor" of z, i.e. the greatest integer at or below the real number z. A few words of explanation are in order. The interpretation mapping of a ground term t to the positive integer number t] is injective. More speci cally, it is such that from the last digit of t], the top function symbol of t can be retrieved, unless that digit is 4, in which case the rst digit, too, is needed to distinguish between 0 and 1. To exploit this phenomenon partially, we introduced the function : N ! GT .
As on the one hand, ] is not surjective on N + , and on the other hand, we are only interested in the leading string of 0,1, 0, 1, we have map all numbers not ending in 0; : : : ; 4, or ending in 4 but not beginning with 2 or 3, to c. Structural induction on shows:
Proposition 12. For all strings of barred or unbarred letters, and for all ground terms t, ( t]) = (c) is equivalent to the existence of a ground term t 0 not starting with 0, 1, 0, 1 such that t = (t 0 ).
The Interpretation Orders R P
The strange exception of the interpretation of barred symbols is motivated to achieve the following e ect. The reader will easily nd out that the crucial sequence of digits to compare is the same. Unbarred sequences are compared by their digits right-toleft, barred sequences left-to-right. This behaviour is intended, for we aim at the following general result. That the given interpretation orders R P , is a consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 14. Let Proposition 15. conc and revc are strictly monotonic in each parameter.
bound is (non-strictly) monotonic in each parameter.
This leaves f] and g] for which strict monotonicity in each parameter is a \little more" di cult to prove. We need an auxiliary result:
Lemma 16. If P is a PCP instance that has no solution then for all x; y; z; w 2 N + and ground terms t, len f ( (x); (y); (z); (w)) < bound(x; y; z; w); and len g ( (x); (y); (z); (w)) < bound(x; y; z; w) holds.
Proof. One easily establishes that j (x)j blog(x)c (14) holds for all x 2 N + , and that blog(revc(x; y))c = 2blog(x)c + blog(y)c + 2
holds for all x; y 2 N + .
We therefore have:
len f ( (x); (y); (z); (w)) = maxflength of a R P -reduction starting from h k (f( (x); (y); (z); (w); t)) for some t 2 GT g (Prop. 11) minfj (x)j; j (z)jg + 2 minfj (x)j + j (y)j; j (z)j + j (w)jg 
Conclusion
A term rewriting system is called totally terminating if there is a strictly monotonic interpretation into a wellordered set, and !-terminating, if there is a strictly monotonic interpretation into the positive integer numbers. Both are special forms of termination of term rewriting systems, and the latter is a proper special case of the former. We have proven that the question whether a totally terminating term rewriting system is even !-terminating is undecidable.
To this end we encoded Post correspondence problems P into term rewriting systems R P in such a way that R P is always totally terminating; and !-terminating exactly if P has no solution.
